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teacher."1 It is unfortunately true that Aristotle did become
the master teacher, the great forerunner of the modern writer
of text-books. The conception of projects, or concrete units of
work, is at bottom a revolt against the tyranny of the text-book,
and a partial return to the broad and leisurely spirit of inquiry
which Plato's dialogues exemplify for all time.
Limitations of The weekly time-table for a class of children
the project about ten years old will differ materially
according to whether the curriculum follows
the traditional lines, or the lines suggested by the project
method. In the former case, it will probably allow for half-hour
periods of reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, history,
nature-lore and drawing, with shorter periods for physical
exercises and music. In the latter case, certain periods may be
devoted to physical training, music and special help in the
three r's, but the remaining periods, of not less than one hour,
will be devoted to such units of work as we have exemplified
above, it being understood that any of these units may involve
practice in the three r's, in manual work, and in getting and
using geographical, historical, literary and other material.2
Until recently the first thought that would occur to an English
teacher, who was more concerned than an American teacher
about the conditions of entrance to a selective secondary
or central school, was—what about the examinations? In fact,
the fear of coming examinations haunted the primary system
right down to the infant schooL
^Here we can only say that if the examination system was
to be regarded as irrevocably fixed, we might as well cease to
think about education at all. The main purpose of our thinking
should be to reform our practice and our traditions where they
need reform. Another possible objection to the project method
is that it refuses to fall into a lock-step routine, and requires
1 Leon Robin^ Greek Thought, Eng. trans, p. 235.
* See Rugg and Shumaker, The Child-centred School, ch. vi

